2007 NEWS
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 10, 2007
Patty Brard @ "Sterren Dansen Op Het Ijs”

On Thursday, Patty Brard will be part of the wildcard show of the
second season of "Sterren Dansen Op Het Ijs", a TV programme
broadcast by SBS 6 with Dutch celebrities who skate on ice. In other
words, she’ll be involved in the preselection for the contest. In August,
Marga Scheide participated in this programme and was eliminated
from the competition after the third competition.
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MONDAY, JANUARY 22, 2007
Patty Brard to host "Shownieuws" on SBS 6

Patty Brard will soon present "Shownieuws" (an entertainment news
programme) on SBS 6.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 2007
Patty Brard: latest news

Veronica, a Dutch TV channel, will broadcast from March 2nd a show
called "De Grote Beurt VIP". Each episode consists of taking one car in
poor condition and restoring it by Dutch celebrities, as well as
customizing it. Patty Brard will take part in this programme on April
13th. She will have to pimp a Mercury Grand Marquis U9 (with the help
from Cherry Sue) and to sell it for a good cause (Emma
Kinderziekenhuis/ Emma's Children Hospital).
Moreover, the Luv' singer has postponed her marriage with Antoine
van de Vijver again.
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SUNDAY, MARCH 25, 2007
Happy Birthday Patty!!!

Today La Brard is celebrating her 52nd birthday!!!
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11, 2007
Patty Brard @ MAX & Catherine

Patty will be interviewed in "MAX & Catherine", a TV show on
MAX/Nederland 2 Channel, tomorrow at 5:35 PM.
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SUNDAY, MAY 06, 2007
Patty won 16000 euros for a good cause

On April 28th, Patty Brard and two famous Dutch radio djs (Gijs
Stavermans and Wouter van der Goes) were candidates for the Dutch
VIP version of 'Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?' (Lotto Weekend
Miljonairs) on RTL 4. They played for a good cause. Patty won 16000
euros for the Healing Fund (Revalidatiefonds) whereas Stavermans
and van der Goes won 64000 euros for the Psychic Health Fund (Fonds
Psychische Gezondheid).

TUESDAY, MAY 15, 2007
Shownieuws new version

Because of disappointing audience ratings, the running time of
Shownieuws (the TV programme about showbiz news hosted by Patty
Brard on the Dutch channel SBS 6) has been shortened. Instead of one
hour, the show now lasts 30 minutes and is broadcast daily at 7:25 PM.
Let's hope this new formula version will boost the ratings!!!
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 16, 2007
Patmobile sold for 20000 euros

A few weeks ago, Patty Brard had to pimp an old limousine for a TV
show (De Groot Beurt V.I.P) on the channel "Veronica" [see news on February
26th]. Her aim was to sell it for a good cause: Emma's children hospital.
This car nicknamed "Patmobile" was sold at auction on Sunday May 13th.
for 20000 euros to a cosmetics/hand and nail care company (Herôme
Cosmetics).
SATURDAY, JULY 14, 2007
Patty sees her classmates again

Patty Brard was invited in Klasgenoten (a TV programme aired on July
12th on RTL 4 in which she met her classmates of the school year
1966/1967 and from the Paus Pius XIII School in Rijswijk).
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 18, 2007
Patty on TV

Patty Brard will be tomorrow on TV in two Dutch programmes:
*On TROS/Nederland 1 at 8:30 PM in "Lachen met de TROS" (some
funny TV archives will be broadcast, including bloopers of famous
shows like "Banana Split", the first programme hosted by Patty with
Ralph Inbar in the 1980's).
* On RTL 4 at 9:30 PM in "Char, het medium" (Patty will be the guest
of Char Margonis, a famous American medium).
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THURSDAY, JULY 26, 2007
Patty Brard on the cover of Showmix and Party

Patty Brard graces the covers of the brand new issues of the two Dutch
magazines "Showmix" and "Party". According to these mags, the
"Shownieuws" presenter and Luv' singer is fed up with Holland. That's
why she spends her holiday in her house in Ibiza.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 02, 2007
José & Patty @ Amsterdam Gay Pride

José Hoebee will be performing on Saturday August 4th at the
Amstelpodium at 9:30 PM during the Amsterdam Gay Pride. Between
2:00 and 6:00 PM, Patty Brard will get on board a SBS 6 - Shownieuws
decorated boat that will be part of the Canal Parade and will sail along
the Prinsengracht and the Amstel. This parade is the highlight of this
gay event.
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 11, 2007
Fun @ The Amsterdam Gay Pride

One week ago, Patty Brard and José Hoebee had fun at the
Amsterdam Gay Pride. First of all, Patty invited José on board the SBS
6 - Shownieuws boat during the Canal Parade. A camera team of
Shownieuws filmed the ladies during this event. Then José performed
three of her hits (I Will Follow Him, Secret Love, So Long Marianne)
at the Amstelpodium and Patty made an unexpected stage appearance.
The girls sang in duet four songs of the Luv' repertoire (You're The
Greatest Lover, Casanova, Don Juanito De Carnaval, U.O.Me).
According to the fans reviews on the Luvclub's forum, it was a great
show!!!
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SUNDAY, AUGUST 12, 2007
Patty Brard: evoking memories of Bananasplit

Patty Brard has evoked good memories of Bananasplit (the first TV
show she co-hosted with Ralph Inbar in the 1980's) in "Lachen Met De
TROS" (a programme on Nederland 1 / TROS on Thursday August 9th at
8:30 PM about the funniest Dutch TV archives). Bananasplit was a kind
of "Candid Camera" show.
Patty Brard: In The Press

The Luv' and TV Diva is used to the headlines of the tabloid press:
* She is the temporary correspondent of "Privé" (a Dutch celebrity
magazine) in which she writes a column about her holidays in Ibiza.
* The latest issue of the "Weekend" magazine has shed light on her
participation in the Amsterdam Gay Pride.
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* The "Party" magazine has devoted an article to La Brard.
* In "Vrouw", the Saturday supplement of "De Telegraaf" (Holland's
most popular newspapers), the entertainer has expressed her sorrow
because her daughter (Priscilla) and her don't see each other anymore.
Priscilla has invited her father (Carlo Nasi, an Italian record producer)
and grand father to her graduation ceremony but Patty wasn't
welcome!!!

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15, 2007
Laughing with Patty & Gerard in Ibiza

Patty Brard and her friend Gerard Joling grace the cover of the brand
new issue of the "Privé" magazine (specializing in celebrity gossip). The
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article about them is entitled "Laughing with Brard and Joling" and
the magazine shows indeed the two hilarious entertainers having fun.
Gerard Joling is a very popular Dutch singer (who has recently scored a
#1 hit in Holland entitled "Maak me gek" (Make me crazy). He's part of
"De Toppers" (a trio formed with two other mega stars in the
Netherlands, René Froger and Gordon) whose guests were Luv' and
Bobby Farrel (of Boney M.) last year in May for three evenings at the
Amsterdam ArenA. Joling is also a TV host on SBS 6. Patty and Gerard
have been friends for years and are spending their holidays together in
Brard's villa in Ibiza. As I wrote it on August 12th, Patty writes a
summer column published weekly in "Privé" about her vacation in the
Spanish Party Island.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 29, 2007
Patty Brard : back in business!!!

Patty Brard and the "Shownieuws" crew

The Dutch TV diva and Luv' singer, Patty Brard, has spent her holidays
in Ibiza. Now she's back in Holland and since yesterday she co-hosts
with Viktor Brand "Shownieuws" (a daily entertainment news show on
SBS 6) again.
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THURSDAY, AUGUST 30, 2007
Patty Brard: Details about Shownieuws presentation

Patty Brard and Viktor Brand share the presentation of Shownieuws
on SBS 6 with other hosts. According to a fanclub acknowledged by
Lady Brard in person, here are the days when she will host the
entertainment news programme:
* week 35 on August 30th and 31st
* week 36 on September 3rd, 6th and 7th
* from week 37, each wednesday, thursday and friday.
Schedule: from 7:25 to 8:00 pm
source: http://fan.clubs.nl/pattybrard

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 2007

Patty Brard @ "Gerard Joling & Friends" evening
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The Luv' diva and SBS 6/Shownieuws host, the one and only "Patty
Brard" will be performing with other Dutch celebrities at the "Gerard
Joling & Friends" evening in Studio A12/Brothers Bunnik in Bunnik on
Friday October 19th at 9:00 PM. As I wrote it before, La Brard is a good
friend of Joling who is a very successful entertainer (as a singer and a
TV presenter) in the Netherlands.
Patty & José: In the media

José Hoebee and especially Patty Brard are often in the spotlight.
These are their latest news:
* José has been interviewed by "Dag Allemaal", a Flemish magazine in
its September 18th issue. She has answered questions about Luv', her
reconciliation with Patty, plastic surgery, her son, her husband, the
girls groups K3 (that she considers as Luv's successor) and Dolly Dots
(Luv's rivals).
*According to the Dutch newspaper De Telegraaf, the Flemish
magazine Blik and the NU.nl website, Patty is dreaming of a
reconciliation with her daughter Priscilla and a traditionnal marriage
with her fiancé Antoine van de Vijver. However, the details about this
wedding haven't been announced yet.
*Veronica magazine is organizing the Lelijk Ding prijs (Ugly Thing
Prize), an award to reward the "worst" Dutch TV magazine, female and
male TV host. Bad news: La Brard is among the nominees.
*Patty is opposed to the fact that Jan Smit (a 21 year old pop and
schlager singer in the Dutch and German speaking countries) might be
presenting a TV talkshow because she thinks "he's too young and
unexperienced". source: www.blikopnieuws.nl
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FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 2007
Patty Brard: to be booked solo

According to Easybookings.nl (a Dutch talent booking agency), Patty
Brard can now be booked as a solo artist for a 30 minutes live
performance for events until 400 spectators (corporate events, private
parties, public concerts...). As a real Disco Queen, she'll be performing
dance oriented hits. Her repertoire is indeed composed of tracks of
Baccara, Dolly Dots, Luv', Cher and Kylie Minogue. She will end her
shows by singing "Patforce1", a medley with songs of Donna Summer (I
feel love), Yazoo (Don't go), Sabrina (Boys, boys, boys), Sylvester
(You make me feel) and Dead or Alive (You spin me around).
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 03, 2007
Patty Brard: Third most unpleasant Dutch celebrity of 2007

Patty Brard has been chosen as the third most unpleasant Dutch
celebrity of 2007 by 17.4% of the readers of the Nieuwe Revu
magazine. source: RTLNieuws.nl + http://www.revu.nl/
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11, 2007
The winners of the "Lelijk Ding" awards

On September 24th, I've reported Patty's nomination as the worst TV
host among other presenters. On October 5th, Veronica Magazine has
presented the "Lelijk Ding Prijs" (Ugly Thing Awards) and given
cybernauts the opportunity to vote on its website for the most
unpleasant Dutch TV and Radio female and male celebrities.
Fortunately, Patty hasn't won this prize.
Here are the winners of these awards:
* Worst Male Radio host: Jan Paparazzi
* Worst TV programme: De Gouden Kooi
* Worst Male TV host: Robert Jensen
* Worst Female TV host (the category in which Patty was nominated):
Yfke Sturm
* Worst Female Radio host: Froukje de Both
* Worst Radio programme: Niels & Froukje
source: Veronica Magazine
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 14, 2007
Patty's appearance in "Het Beste Idee Van Nederland"

Yesterday evening at 8:00 PM, Patty Brard has appeared in a TV show
about the biggest search for Holland's best new invention: "Het Beste
Idee Van Nederland" on SBS 6. This programme is a competition
between candidates who propose their creations to a jury. It's the
Dutch version of ABC's "American Inventor". Patty has tested a special
nail varnish bottle for this TV contest.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18, 2007
Patty Brard: Changes about Shownieuws presentation

The official Patty Brard fansite has annonced some changes about the
presentation of Shownieuws, the TV entertainment news show the Luv'
star has been hosting on SBS 6 for 9 months. From next week, she'll be
presenting this programme four days a week. From january, the
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viewers will have the chance to watch her five days a week from 7:25
to 8:00 PM. Good news!!!
source: http://fan.clubs.nl/pattybrard

Patty's appearance in Wilma Nanninga Privé

SBS 6 Shownieuws and Luv' diva, Patty Brard, has appeared today in
the first episode of " Wilma Nanninga Privé" on RTL 4 at 9:57 PM. This
programme is a reality television series about Wilma Nanninga, a
journalist and gossip columnist in De Telegraaf, the most famous Dutch
newspaper.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26, 2007
Out Now on DVD: Patty's cameo in "Pittige Tijden"

Warner Home Video Netherlands has officially released on October
24th on DVD Parts 1 and 2 of "Pittige Tijden" (Spicy Times), a sitcom in
which Patty Brard played a cameo role in one of the episodes in 1997.
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"Pittige Tijden" was broadcast on RTL 4 between 1996 and 1999 and
was part of Telekids (a children's variety show). It was a parody of
"Goede Tijden Slechte Tijden" (Good Times, Bad Times), the most
famous Dutch soap opera since 1990 (based on The Restless Years, an
Australian series), produced by Endemol and aired on RTL 4.
source: The Real Pittige Tijden Homepage/ http://www.warnerbrosdvd.nl/

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27, 2007
Patty @ Dutch TV awards presentation

Patty Brard attended yesterday evening the presentation of "De
Gouden Televizier-Ring 2007", the Dutch TV awards which were
named after the TV magazine of the AVRO channel. This show took
place in the Royal Theater "Carré", was aired live on AVRO and
watched by 1,3 million viewers (which is good for a small country like
the Netherlands). The winners of these awards are:
* De Gouden Televizier-Ring 2007 (Best TV programme): De Wereld
Draait Door (a talkshow in which Patty had been invited in April 2006
to tell Luv's comeback).
* De Zilveren Televizier-Ster Man 2007 (Best Male TV host): Paul de
Leeuw (a comic who presents "Mooi! Weer De Leeuw ", a show on
VARA in which La Brard took part one year and a half ago).
* De Zilveren Televizier-Ster Vrouw 2007 (Best Female TV Host):
Anita Witzier (on KRO).
*De Gouden Stuiver 2007 (Best Children's TV programme): Het Huis
Anubis (on Nickelodeon).
source: Official Patty Brard fansite/AVRO
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 2007

Patty Brard: soon in LOVE & Kick'n on LOVE TV

Patty Brard will be the guest of a TV show (LOVE & Kick'n) on LOVE
TV (Lokale Omroep Volendam Edam), a Dutch local channel on
November 19th. The day of the programme's broadcast hasn't been
announced yet but maybe it will be aired on November 25th at 12:00
PM. Jessica (of Patty's official Fan site) has recently been in contact
with the team of LOVE & Kick'n to send some pictures of the diva to
prepare her interview. Congratulations Jess!!!
Source: http://www.rtvlove.nl/lenk + Patty Brard Official Fan site
Photo courtesy of Patty Brard Official Fan site and SBS 6
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 2007
Patty Vs Ellemieke

According to Weekend (a Dutch gossip magazine) and the internet site
Nu.nl, there are tensions between Patty Brard and Ellemieke
Vermolen (her SBS 6 Shownieuws colleague). The entertainment news
show has become more popular since Patty hosted it. Ellemieke can't
stand it.
source: Nu.nl; Photo courtesy of Patty Brard Official Fansite

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 2007
Patty's plans for the future

LOVE TV (Lokale Omroep Volendem Edam) will air Love & Kick'n, a
programme in which Patty Brard was invited, on November 25th at
12:00 PM. Jessica (of the entertainer's official Fansite) attended
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yesterday evening the recording of the TV show and wrote a report
about it. She revealed on her site that the Luv' singer and Shownieuws
presenter had plans for the future:
* Patty is preparing a documentary about Nieuw Guinea (where she was
born). She has already planned to go there. She hasn't been there since
she settled down in the Netherlands.
* La Brard is busy with a movie project that she will adapt for the
Dutch public in order to release it. Nothing's sure at the moment.
So stay tunned!!! Thanks Jessica for the infos!!!
source + photo: Patty Brard Official Fansite

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2007
Patty Brard: quoted in a Dutch TV encyclopedia

As a real media queen, Patty Brard has been mentionned in a Dutch TV
encyclopedia (entitled "Is er nog iets leuks vanavond? Het Groot
Nederlands Televisieboek"), written by Bert van der Veer (a famous
journalist-columnist and TV producer in Holland) and published by
United Media Company. This book deals with the history of television
in the Netherlands from 1951 to 2006.
La Brard is second only to Mies Bouwman as the most quoted Dutch
female TV personality in this bible of Dutch TV.
source: NRC Handelsblad
Bert van der Veer: Is er nog iets leuks vanavond? Het Groot Nederlands Televisieboek. United Media Company, 232 pages.
price: 24,90 €.
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 19, 2007
Patty's attendance at the final of Holland's Next Top Model

Two days ago, on December 17th, Patty Brard attended the third final
of "Holland's Next Top Model" a reality television show aired on RTL 5,
which is based on the top-rating series America's Next Top Model with
supermodel Tyra Banks. The final of this competition was held at de
Lichtfabriek (a large hall in Haarlem, Netherlands) and this season's
winner was Cecile Sinclair. As part of her prize, Sinclair won a
contract with Modelmasters The Agency. She will appear on the cover
of Glamour magazine and a print-ad for L'Oreal. She will also
represent the Netherlands in January 2008 during the Ford Models
Supermodel of the World contest.
source: Gay.nl
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